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MADE ME DO IT 
 
Genre: Horror/Slasher/Thriller 
Writers: Benjamin Ironside Koppin & Matthew John Koppin 
Director: Benjamin Ironside Koppin 
Production Company: Ironside Productions LLC 
Runtime: 94 minutes 8 seconds 
Status: Completed, No Public Screenings 
 
 
LOGLINE:  
An abused, mentally-slow young man is seduced by a supernatural mask that forces him to kill.  
 
SYNOPSIS: 
Take a visceral journey into insanity as MADE ME DO IT dives into the supernatural mythology                
behind a new breed of slasher. Enter the fragmented mind of serial killer Thomas Berkson. After                
a lifetime of abuse and rejection, Thomas has finally found someone who loves him              
unconditionally, the evil mask, Barbara.  
 
Following her maternal influence, Thomas blindly obeys Barbara’s every command as she takes             
retribution on all those who’ve hurt her precious boy. Distorting Thomas’ mind, she uses him as                
a vessel for her bidding. Barbara’s rage then descends on the unsuspecting Ali Hooper, her               
teenage brother, Nick and her ex-boyfriend Jason. 
 
In a throwback to the classic 80’s slasher genre, the night twists and turns into a race for survival                   
through an acid trip exploration of Thomas’ splintered memory. Coming face to face with the              
unstoppable force of Barbara, the question is asked who or what is the source of Thomas’ power. 
 
SYNOPSIS SHORT: 
Take a visceral journey into insanity as MADE ME DO IT dives into the supernatural mythology                
behind a new breed of slasher.  
 
Enter the fragmented mind of serial killer Thomas Berkson. After a lifetime of abuse and               
rejection, Thomas has finally found someone who loves him unconditionally, the evil mask,             
Barbara. Following her maternal influence, Thomas blindly obeys Barbara’s every command as           
she takes retribution on all those who’ve hurt her precious boy. 
 
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: 
MADE ME DO IT is a crazy experimental art piece mixed with an old school 80’s slasher film. 
It was born out of my burning desire to tell a feature length story in the bizarre way I wanted to.  
 
My wife, also my producing partner, and I were returning from Comic-Con when we made the 
decision to produce our own feature and fund it completely on our own with credit cards. I 

 



wanted to create a film in the same vein as the works of Stephen King and George A. Romero 
with their authentic emotion and deeper commentary on the world around us. 
 
My pitch to my friends was “Halloween” meets “Natural Born Killers” with a little bit of 
“Psycho” mixed in, on no budget. They were in. So my brother and I developed the story of 
Thomas and his struggle with the evil mask Barbara and the backstory of how he became the 
“slasher” character. I built the main narrative to have a throwback feel to "Halloween" and 
"Friday the 13th" while giving the flashbacks a "Psycho" vibe within a "Natural Born Killers" 
look. Nine Inch Nails’ VHS faux-snuff film “Broken" was also an inspiration for the flashback 
scenes.  
 
A goal when writing MADE ME DO IT was to create a film that could almost be a prequel to all 
of the great slasher films out there. Where do Michael and Jason get their supernatural powers 
from? Why do they wear white masks? I wanted to dive deep into the mythology behind that and 
find the source as to why they are invincible and possibly why they kill.  
 
For the pivotal role of Thomas I cast an editor friend of mine from FEARnet, Kyle Van 
Vonderen. Kyle can have the sweet boyish look in one glance and switch to a dark killer when he 
ruffles his brow. I remember sliding him a note in a meeting asking if he would want to be the 
lead in a slasher film if I made one, his response “FUCK YEAH!”  
 
With our script banged out, we rented three houses in an isolated lot in Temecula, CA. We shot 
the majority of the main narrative in 6 days at the houses, working over 17 hour days for the bulk 
of the night shoots; we literally were racing to get shots in before the sun came up. Our lead 
actress, Anna, felt the biggest brunt of it having to be bloody, cold and emotionally drained every 
night of shooting. But I believe that exhaustion within the cast and crew created more authentic 
emotion which I was striving for within this film.  
 
In the end we accomplished what we set out to do. We have a product that is both insane,                   
shocking and has heart and depth. We even got to shoot on over 10 different stocks! The final                  
product has the exact tone I saw in my mind on that drive home from Comic-Con and I couldn’t                   
be more proud of it!  

 



  

MADE ME DO IT 
 
ABOUT THE CAST: 
 
KYLE VAN VONDEREN / THOMAS BERKSON 
New to the scene of horror acting, Kyle Van Vonderen’s break-out role as masked killer Thomas                
Berkson in MADE ME DO IT stands to position him as the next great horror icon of the                  
slasher/horror genre. Director Benjamin Koppin first realized Kyle’s talents during their           
collaborations on numerous projects at the horror network FEARNET. While in production on the              
zombie short film DEATH LUST, their partnership was solidified as Kyle brought to life Ben’s               
unique vision of the undead. Kyle also has aspirations behind-the-camera and is currently planning              
film festival screenings of his first short film BASURA. 
 
ANNA B. SHAFFER / ALI HOOPER 
Anna B. Shaffer started her acting journey in theatre, but made the switch to film acting upon moving                  
to Los Angeles. Since then, she has co-created, produced and starred in two award winning short                
films, THE GRIND and WHAT REMAINS. While pursuing her dream of film acting, she has kept                
herself active and involved in the filmmaking processes to have a better understanding of the art form                 
as a whole. MADE ME DO IT is the first time Anna has played a lead in a feature film.  
 
CORTNEY PALM / BARBARA (Voice) 
Theatrically trained, Cortney has played roles from Moliere to Lillian Hellman while in her              
undergrad at California Lutheran University. She quickly gained acclaim in the film industry with her               
titular role in SUSHI GIRL catapulting her into other memorable roles such as Maria who gets                
thrown into a wood chipper by a deranged Santa Claus in SILENT NIGHT and lead roles such as                  
Daniela in TOURBILLION and Zoe in the comedy-horror (with a viral trailer) ZOMBEAVERS.             
Cortney is also known for her appearance in THE PURGE: ANARCHY. 
 
JASON GREGORY LONDON / NICK HOOPER 
As the son of entertainer Greg London, Jason grew up as a natural performer. Growing up as a                  
singer, actor and entertainer, Jason found himself performing time and time again; both with his               
father in concert halls, and solo as the lead singer for a number of garage bands. He attended school                   
both in California and in the southwest of France, studying acting before attending high school in                
Reno, NV. Jason signed on to MADE ME DO IT looking to co-star in his first feature film. Jason is                    
also known for his work on multiple TV Series including MICHEAL AND JASON’S HORRIBLE              
HAPPENINGS, TOO SCHOOL FOR COOL, MURDER BOOK, and WARZONE. 
 
LISTON SPENCE / JASON 
Liston Spence was born and raised in Richmond, VA before moving to Los Angeles to cultivate a                 
career as a film and television actor. After 4 years of short films, music videos and small theater                  
productions, Liston landed the role of "Jason" in his first feature film MADE ME DO IT. Liston has                  
since won roles in other feature films and web series pilots including a Caucasian              
black-social-activist "Rex" in DATING IN REAL LIFE and the goofy yet loveable "Jesse" in his               
latest pilot HELP YOURSELF. Liston Spence is currently repped by Branden Meck at Jump Start               
Talent. He also is known for his work on SHREDS OF MASCULINITY and SACCAULARIUS. 
 

 



  

MADE ME DO IT 
 
ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS: 
 
BENJAMIN IRONSIDE KOPPIN / WRITER/DIRECTOR/PRODUCER 
Benjamin Ironside Koppin loves to push the envelope of traditional filmmaking, pulling from             
multiple mediums and styles to create a unique piece of art with every project - why shoot on one                   
type of camera when you can shoot on seven? From his time at the horror channel FEARnet to his                   
most recent horror feature MADE ME DO IT, Ben's lack of attention span and hyper energy can be                
seen in each piece of his work. The literal "found footage" documentary FLESH ON FIRE:               
ADDICTED TO A DREAM is a testament to his hyperactive style and visceral way of storytelling.            
Ben likes to dive deep into the darkness of characters and have his films visually express the torment                  
they are going through, pulling the audience into that world from start to finish. MADE ME DO IT                  
takes that concept to the next level and goes crazier than anything he has ever done before.  
 
MATTHEW JOHN KOPPIN / WRITER/PRODUCER/EDITOR 
Stemming from his documentary background, Matthew John Koppin is an accomplished director and             
producer with a track record of realistic storytelling through the many award-winning projects that              
he’s been entrusted with. In 2012, Matthew partnered with his brother Benjamin Koppin and his               
sister-in-law Kristin Koppin to form Ironside Productions LLC, under which the family partnership             
has developed and produced a number of concepts and scripts for future feature productions. Some of                
their work includes: CHILDREN OF WRATH, which Matthew co-wrote and directed along side his              
brother, FRAGILE HEARTS, which took home Best Dramatic Short and the feature length             
documentary FLESH ON FIRE, which received critical acclaim. Matthew continues his creative            
collaboration on the brothers’ first narrative feature MADE ME DO IT and is currently developing               
their next project, the crime/drama RUN TIL DAWN. 
 
KRISTIN KOPPIN / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
Kristin comes from an education in Psychology as opposed to filmmaking. She enjoys producing              
stories that have a deeper message, especially as it relates to the human condition. She produced                
FRAGILE HEARTS starring Cortney Palm which delved deep into the life of a woman with               
pregnancy complications and the emotional turmoil that comes with, as well as FLESH ON FIRE a                
chaotic feature documentary revealing an actor’s soul as he loses his family in order to pursue his                 
dream of stardom. Most recently she produced the feature horror film MADE ME DO IT, which                
gives a window into the painful past of a killer and the situations that influence his mental stability.                  
Kristin strives to tell stories of complex multi-dimensional characters and dig deep into why people               
are the way they are. 
 
NATHAN MIELKE / DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY/PRODUCER 
Growing up in the beautiful Pacific Northwest, Nathan Mielke has been in love with filmmaking               
since first getting his hands on a camcorder in middle school. While attending film school, he                
discovered his passion for Cinematography and visual storytelling. This led to winning his first              
Cinematography award for the award winning short film JITENSHA. Shooting music videos, award             
winning short films, commercials and now his first feature, has allowed him the opportunity to learn                
and grow in his craft. 
 
 

 



REVIEWS: 
 
“Writer/director Benjamin Ironside Koppin delivers Made Me Do It, a psychological slasher which fortunately uses 
the up close and personal approach when introducing the killer. It’s hard to squeeze even a drop of originality into 
most modern horror/thrillers these days. At first glance, Made Me Do Itseemed like it was going to be a run of the 
mill trip down the same, well-worn road. Fortunately, in the second half of the film, once the characters are 
established and the ball gets rolling, things get interesting. 
 
We are introduced to Thomas (Kyle Van Vonderen), a disturbed young man who escapes from a mental institution. 
We are also introduced to Ali (Anna B. Shaffer) and her brother, Nick (Jason Gregory London). Ali goes to her 
father’s house to be with her brother, who has recently injured himself on a skateboard while saving someone’s life. 
The two siblings are the only ones in the house until Thomas comes knocking. 

Leaving a trail of bodies in his wake, Thomas makes his way to the house while constantly flashing back to when he 
lived with his Aunt Sharon (Elain Rinehart), where he had faced countless torments and humiliation from his 
tyrannical aunt. Thomas was obviously already mentally handicapped and ridiculed by everyone especially his aunt. 
By feeding Thomas a bizarre diet of chocolate pudding and jello, Sharon practically starved him while dishing out a 
ludicrous home schooling regime. I believe what disturbed me the most was how the abuse turned this mentally 
challenged young man into a killer. Once again, another film which exposes the ugliness of the human race and 
society. 

There’s not much gore in Made Me Do It, but what is here is done with 100% practical effects. I believe what 
makes Made Me Do It rise above the rest in the genre is Kyle Van Vonderen’s performance as Thomas, who 
portrayed a thought provoking character emerging from ridicule and degradation into a full fledged, 
unstoppable killing machine. Thomas uses his homemade paper plate masks to switch identities and block out 
his vulnerabilities. 
 
Masks idea have always been prominent objects in many famous horror movies for invoking fear and providing 
strength for those particular characters. From Leslie Vernon to Victor Crowley to the infamous Jason Voorhees, 
killers have been hiding behind masks for years, and Made Me Do It goes into even more mask-related detail. It 
seems as if they give Thomas abnormal powers much like Michael Myers when it comes to the infliction of 
gunshots. 
 
Made Me Do It becomes far more intriguing as it goes on. It reveals a sense of purpose and unfolds with some 
brilliant twists and turns. Made Me Do It is a prime example of a modern age slasher done right, but to call it 
a simple slasher would be an insult to the genre. It’s a psychological study of a killer whose bloody journey 
leads him on a path that makes sense only to him. Indie horror fans need to check this film out. It has some 
unmistakable potential.” 
 

- Richard Taylor, https://www.pophorror.com/made-me-do-it-2017-film-review/ 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.pophorror.com/made-me-do-it-2017-film-review/


“Thomas has been a bad boy! But not in the eyes of Barbara, who loves him. Taking an ax from out of the back of a 
pick up truck Thomas sets out for a night of murderous revenge! Sights set on the Hooper Household. Siblings Ali 
and her young brother Nick. Caught up in a night of terror is Jason, Ali’s ex-boyfriend.  In the end everyone has a 
part to play in the life of Thomas…and his possessed mask Barbara! 

All will pay for what they did to Barbara’s boy…. 

MADE ME DO IT…Barbara made Thomas do it, take revenge on those who bullied and harassed him! 

Barbara, a mask made from a paper picnic plate and crayon. Mysteriously appearing amongst the jumble of his 
room; school room, play room, bedroom. His cell from the world thanks to his vindictive Aunt. Aunt on his 
mother’s side. She gained custody when the family are killed by a car while crossing a road. An Aunt who hates her 
nephew and just wants him to die. She is a nasty piece of work with a few screws loose. 

Barbara the mask shows love and kindness. In return she just wants what’s best for Thomas. Kill those who hurt her 
boy! Thomas wears the mask and becomes Barbara. Her voice, will and bloody actions. Her first action is to torture 
and kill Thomas’ Aunt. God knows she deserved it! 

This is where the Hoopers come into it. Ali was kind to him as a teacher’s assistant(?) but her boyfriend Jason is one 
of a group of guys why bullied him. In his deranged mind she was part of the bullying. Or, at the least, that is how 
Barbara has twisted his memory of the event. 

Everything comes into play as everyone comes together. Nick lives with his parents who are going through a 
divorce. His adult sister Ali has returned home to look after him for the weekend. Not so long ago he was hit by a 
car in his attempt to save young man’s life. Jason learns from his Pizza delivery friend that Ali has returned to the 
family home so pays a visit. 

Not mentioned outright but I believe Nick saved Thomas from being killed. Unfortunately for Nick Thomas wished 
he had died with his family. 

What is the story with Barbara? Is she the fragment of personality of a young mental handicapped man’s mind taken 
to far from rounds of torment? Or is she something more diabolical? Something reached out from the darkness to 
envelope a ‘weak’ spirit? All of this in a paper plate and crayon mask found in the jumble of Thomas’ room. 

Viewer finds out through the journey of MADE ME DO IT. 

It’s amazing how good the mask looks, really effective in creating an image and feel for the killer! Really dug 
the imagination! 

MADE ME DO IT uses experimental application of a number of different cameras was used with excellent effect to 
flash back to key moments in Thomas’ life where the cruelty of his Aunt is shown, bullying from Jason and the 
kindness of Ali. Along with this animation depictions of Thomas’ art was used within these key scenes as well to 

 



depict where he was coming from. I’ve always enjoyed this kind of usage of different media within the context of a 
film so was very much appreciated! 

MADE ME DO IT has some nice ax kills along with some with a garden implement. Ax to the neck, torso and the 
implement kills look really good. Especially because they were done the right way, practical effect! 

MADE ME DO IT is described as a throwback to the Golden Age of Slashers. It uses what you would expect of this 
sub genre; killer finding his mask, his tool of the trade, standing outside the home of the unsuspecting along with 
other hallmarks as suddenly appearing in an unsuspecting manner. 

What is great about MADE ME DO IT is it explains why in the context of the film. Including the ending after the 
credits. That bit to me points at perhaps Halloween or Friday the 13th. A ‘What if…’! 

MADE ME DO IT  is filmmaker Benjamin Ironside Koppin Genre debut feature horror film. Slasher sensibilities 
are applied with a fresh perspective! Benjamin effectively plays with a ‘what if…’ for certain Slasher hallmarks for 
happening. It’s effective but much more importantly, entertaining! Cast was effective with their portrayals. 
Especially important was the one played by Kyle Van Vonderen, that of Thomas. And of Barbara naturally. Of 
innocents, playtime goofing around dancing or whatever, eating the junk his Aunt gave him. Then there is the the 
menace of Barbara. Truly a schizoid, split personality duality! 

MADE ME DO IT is true to the spirit and carries a bloody ax mantel for both new and old fans of the slasher 
genre! MADE ME DO IT will hopefully get a distribution it more than rightful deserves! Real horror made 
by fans for the fans! Lots of heart, imagination and passion went into MADE ME DO IT!” 

- David Chopping, http://xviews.extremehorrorcinema.com/made-me-do-it/ 
 
 
“Made Me Do It is an homage to madness and all things that draw blood. It manages to play with well known 
slasher and horror tropes while still exploring new ground -- something exceedingly rare nowadays and 
makes for a refreshing watch. 

In a slasher film, the cast really only needs to be serviceable, but in a good slasher, the final girl needs to stand out 
and Anna B. Shaffer, as Ali, absolutely stands out -- lovely and brave -- and a character you truly come to care 
about. Kyle Van Vonderen, as Thomas, does an amazing job being absolutely creepy and helps channel the Black 
Christmasesque psychosis that much of the film is filtered through. 

If you dig horror, you owe it to yourself to watch Made Me Do It.” 

- OldScratch, IMDB 

 

 

http://xviews.extremehorrorcinema.com/made-me-do-it/


“A hallucinatory study of the complexity of evil, and the unseen places where it can reside, in the arms of a 
guardian. Thomas is a boy destroyed by those who would have protected him, and rebuilt by what would use him to 
do its will behind the embrace of love. Once inhabited, Death walks on human legs, and Boy Woof finds his place as 
the vehicle of an unstoppable destructive force. When the orbit of his vengeance intersects with the return of a 
schoolmate and her brother, a war of guilt and innocence is played out under psychokinetic imprisonment and the 
keen edge of an axe.  

The performance of Van Vonderen raises this production beyond the reach of fledgling horror, his masterful 
depiction of the subtlety of damage coupled with an physical unpredictability makes him a force to be 
reckoned with. Koppin's gymnastic technique boasts an electrifying grasp of the inner space of depravity itself. 
Shifting through childlike animation, color value, speed, then headlong into the intensity of Thomas's memory 
without warning, the director evokes experimental cinema absent from the comfortable, photocopied safety of 
modern offerings. Made Me Do It is a surprising foray into an overplayed genre, well worth a serious watch 
and re-watch, and stands as the beginning of a promising career.” 

- Slightpurpose, IMDB 

 

“Redefining Horror as a genre. Amazing study of the genesis of a serial psychotic killer and visioning his 
internal struggles. It's a film in the tradition of Crime and Punishment with a raw and wide ranging character arc 
not seen in most horror films. The main character goes from child-like innocence to craze killer and back again 
creating a surprising plot and suspense that makes the movie a meaty ride. If you like horror that goes beyond the 
normal flat characters and telegraphed plot structure, this is a movie for you to see.” 

- Johnkop, IMDB 

 

PRESS: 

http://www.dreadcentral.com/news/118928/made-me-do-it-featurette-introduces-new-breed-of-slasher/ 
 
http://www.dreadcentral.com/news/111097/featurette-explores-retro-style-of-made-me-do-it/ 
 
http://www.comingsoon.net/horror/news/744048-teaser-debut-indie-horror-film-made 
 
http://www.dreadcentral.com/news/77778/clips-tease-trippy-experimental-horror-film-made/ 
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San Diego Comic-Con: 

 
 

 



SOCIAL MEDIA: 
 
http://mademedoitthemovie.com/ 
 
https://www.facebook.com/mademedoitmovie 
 
https://twitter.com/MadeMeDoItMovie 
 
https://www.instagram.com/made_me_do_it_horror_movie 
 
FESTIVALS/AWARDS: 
MIDWEST HORROR FEST WINNER - Best Picture, Best Actress, Best Actor 
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MADE ME DO IT 
 

CREDITS: 
 

IRONSIDE PRODUCTIONS 
Presents 

A BENJAMIN KOPPIN Film 
 

KYLE VAN VONDEREN     ANNA B. SHAFFER    CORTNEY PALM 
 

MADE ME DO IT 
 

DIRECTED BY BENJAMIN IRONSIDE KOPPIN 
WRITTEN BY BENJAMIN IRONSIDE KOPPIN 

and 
MATTHEW JOHN KOPPIN 

PRODUCED BY NATHAN MIELKE 
ANNA B. SHAFFER 
MATTHEW JOHN KOPPIN 
BENJAMIN IRONSIDE KOPPIN 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER KRISTIN KOPPIN 
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY NATHAN MIELKE 

 
UNIT PRODUCTION MANAGER                              NATALIE POHORSKI 
FIRST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR                                 ANDREW HARMON 
SECOND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR                            MATTHEW JOHN KOPPIN 
ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS                                         JOHN KOPPIN 
                                                                               MICHELLE KOPPIN 
 

CAST (IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE) 
 

DR. MCDERMOTT                                                       DUSTIN STEVENS 
THOMAS                                                                  KYLE VAN VONDEREN 
BARBARA (VOICE)                                                    CORTNEY PALM 
ALI HOOPER                                                              ANNA B. SHAFFER 
JILL (VOICE)                                                              EMILY MILLER 
NICK HOOPER                                                           JASON GREGORY LONDON 
MOM (VOICE)                                                          KATHERINE MCKALIP 
AUNT SHANNON                                                       ELAIN RINEHART 
MOM KAREN WILLERT 
DAD RICHARD MARLOW 
BOB                                                                         DANIEL KAFER 
PIZZA MAN                                                               COLE JENKINS 
JASON                                                                       LISTON SPENCE 
NEWS ANCHOR                                                         KYTIA L’AMOUR 
CULT MEMBER #1                                                    ANDREW HARMON 
BULLY #1                                                                  LATRELL HART 

 



BULLY #2                                                                  GABRIEL ARONSON 
BIFF THE ORDERLY GEORGE CAPACETE 
COP                                                                         MARIO GARCIA 
COP (VOICE) DAVE BARRETT 
CULT MEMBER #2 KEITH GUERRERO 
CULT MEMBER #3                                                    KRISTIN KOPPIN 
CULT MEMBER #4                                                    JONATHAN HUDSON 
CULT MEMBER #5                                                    BRYAN ISRA 

 
 

CREW 
          
STUNT COORDINATOR                                             BRIAN ULRICH 
PRODUCTION DESIGNERS                                       SHAWN STRIDER 
                                                                               SASHA TRAVIS 
 
SET DECORATOR RYAN OMEGA 
SET DRESSER                                                            DASHIELL GAYHART 
PROPERTY MASTER                                                  GABE ROMERO 
A CAMERA OPERATOR                                             NATHAN MIELKE 
A CAM FIRST ASSISTANT CAMERA                      CHRIS DANIEL 
A CAM SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA                 CAMBRIA WASSELL 
ADDITIONAL SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA     COLIN MCDONALD 
 
B CAMERA OPERATOR                                             CHRIS MARTIN 
ADDITIONAL B CAMERA OPERATOR KYLE WHITE 
B CAM FIRST ASSISTANT CAMERA                       DANNY BROWN 
ADDITIONAL B CAM FIRST ASSISTANT             BRETT GRAYBILL 
B CAM SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA               JACK NITZ 
 
ADD’L B CAM SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA    VITTORIO HUIZAR 
 
DIGITAL LOADER                                                    JAKE HUDDLESTON 
 
SOUND MIXER                                                          BRYAN ISRA 
BOOM OPERATOR                                                     LAURA REICH 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR                                                JONATHAN HUDSON 
GAFFER                                                                     ANDREW RURIK 
ELECTRICIANS                                                           JOHNATHAN BINGMAN 
                                                                               LUCAS GRIMAUD 
                                                                               KYLE WHITE 
 
KEY GRIP                                                                 ANDREW MCINTOSH 
BEST BOY GRIP                                                         CAMERON BOYCE 
GRIP                                                                         MITCHELL CALLISCH 
COSTUME DESIGNERS                                             DANIELLE GILBERT 
                                                                               AMANDA MAE MEYNECKE 

 



                                                                               KEITH GUERRERO 
 
KEY COSTUMER                                                        SUZANNE BLOCK 
HAIR AND MAKE-UP                                                COURTNEY MURRAY 
SPECIAL EFFECTS MAKE-UP                                  GREG MCDOUGALL 
SPECIAL EFFECTS MAKE-UP ASSISTANT         JESSICA RAMOS 
SET PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS                         MANDY JOY SELLICK 
                                                                               PATRICK GREEN 

KOLTIN SULLIVAN 
 

CRAFT SERVICES                                                       KRISTIN KOPPIN 
 
 

FLASHBACK UNIT 
 
 
FIRST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR                               MANDY JOY SELLICK 
 
SOUND MIXER                                                          BRYAN ISRA 
BOOM OPERATOR                                                      LAURA REICH 
 
HAIR AND MAKE-UP                                                COURTNEY MURRAY 
 
FIRST ASSISTANT CAMERA                                 CHRIS DANIEL 
ADDITIONAL FIRST ASSISTANT CAMERA      CHRIS FLURRY 
                                                                           DANNY BROWN 
                                                                               GISELLE GONZALEZ 
 
SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA/LOADER              GUS BECHTOLD 
 
ADD’L SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA/LOADER    CAMBRIA WASSELL 
                                                                             BRENDAN DEVANIE 

JAKE HUDDLESTON 
 
GAFFER                                                                     ANDREW RURIK 
BEST BOY ELECTRIC                                                BEN PEREZ 
KEY GRIP ANDREW MCINTOSH 

 
 

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
 

FIRST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR                             LYDIA DUNHAM 
 
SOUND MIXER                                                          BRYAN ISRA 
 
HAIR AND MAKE-UP                                                SAMANTHA BAKER 

 



KEY COSTUMER                                                         SUZANNE BLOCK 
ART DIRECTOR                                                           TIFFANY CASTRO 
 
FIRST ASSISTANT CAMERA CAMBRIA WASSELL 
SECOND ASSISTANT CAMERA JACI ACEBO 
DIGITAL LOADER                                                     DREY SINGER 
 
GAFFER                                                                     ANDREW RURIK 
ADDITIONAL GAFFER ANDREW MCINTOSH 
BEST BOY ELECTRIC                                                CAMERON BOYCE 
 
KEY GRIP                                                                 ANDREW MCINTOSH 
GRIP                                                                         JOSHUA BERGQUIST 
 
SPECIAL EFFECTS KRISTIN KOPPIN 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT                                       CLARK COFFEY 
 
 

POST-PRODUCTION 
 
 
ASSISTANT EDITORS JACLYN KABBLE 
                                                                               JORDAN CRABTREE 
                                                                               BRIAN ULRICH 
 
ADDITIONAL EDITING BY                    BENJAMIN IRONSIDE KOPPIN 
 
POST PRODUCTION SOUND BY                           THE[POST]OFFICE 
SUPERVISING SOUND EDITORS                           BLAKE A COLLINS 
                                                                               AUSTIN CREEK 
 
VISUAL EFFECTS BY                                              RICK CORTEZ 
                                                                           GARRET WYCOFF 
 
ANIMATION SEQUENCES BY                              BENJAMIN IRONSIDE KOPPIN 
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